This bird is looking for young people who have no clue who to vote for in June.
Democracy is a social habit.
Our mission is massively reducing abstention of young Europeans.
Swipe & match with the candidates and policies that matter to you
NGOs should be allowed to rescue migrants at sea.

Elections are about many topics, but there's one thing that really Belongs With Me 🌿

#Palumba

29 topics that matter, curated by youth organizations
Depolarizing & depolluting the European political conversation

- Plain-language definitions of Brussels’ political jargon
- Contextual explanations with useful examples
- Links to additional information from trusted sources
Rigorously checked by an international Scientific Council and our Academic Partner
If this cute pigeon can’t help you vote in June, nothing will.

Whistleblowers* should be protected no matter what they reveal.

Honesty, between the Greens/European Free Alliance and me, it’s a kind of a Love Story (EU’s Version)
Privacy & security by design & by default

- Full EU isolation, nothing ever leaves the EU
- Ready to receive the first 1.8 million users
Support for 24+ languages, including Catalan or Turkish
Local list integration for all EU-27 member states
We put it in your phone so you can put it in your calendar ;) 

Seamless integration with RemindMeToVote.eu
If this cute pigeon can’t help you vote in June, nothing will.

Democracy is not only once or twice every 5 years

- Hub for youth opportunities to engage all year-round
- And a free special-edition Youth Card for our first 10k users
If this cute pigeon can’t help you vote in June, nothing will.
This project is possible thanks to the generous contribution of our network of supporters:

Main Sponsors

European Partners

We’re open to talk :)

We’re open to talk :)
This project is possible thanks to the generous contribution of our network of supporters:

**Academic Partner**
- CIDOB

**National Institutional Partners**
- STIMME für DEMOKRATIE
- CLIMATES
- zero.

**National Partners**
- (coming soon)

**Media Partners**
- (coming soon)

We're open to talk :)
We're a European app, of course we're launching on Europe Day
Get notified and access our Dissemination Package with resources

More than 1,000 young leaders have already signed-up, including several MEPs

Visit palumba.eu